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Head & Shoulder’s new revolutionary African scalp and hair care range is specifically formulated for 
African hair and designed to eliminate the need to Pat Pat your hair, and allow you to “Live 100%”.  

I’m very excited to be pitching on Head & Shoulders boards once again.  

With these films, we're introducing a revolutionary product line, Head & Shoulders new African Scalp 
Care, that is specifically formulated for African women that experience hair-related discomfort on a 
daily basis.  

The ideas for these films are great because they’ll appeal directly to the African women that also ‘Pat 
pat’ their heads, as well as their stylists.  

“Launch” is much more fun-loving and relaxed. It's very effective in highlighting the discomfort in the 
everyday woman’s life, as well as showing how the all new Head & Shoulders product line alleviates it.  
  
“Credentials” takes a more technical and official approach towards promoting the African Scalp Care 
range. This film shows the exciting new launch of the new Head & Shoulders product line.  
This event will have the feeling presenting groundbreaking, new technology, the same way Apple does 
with their highly anticipated Keynotes. 

It’s also important to note that while Head & Shoulders is a premium brand, it’s also very accessible to 
everyone, including the modern woman. 

While I understand the intention of each of these films, it’s my job to find the story and human moments 
within each of these scripts.  

I’ve got some exciting ideas I think would work well with both the concepts and with the Head & 
Shoulder’s brand. 

The briefs for the each of the two films are quite detailed and I intend to work within the guidelines of 
these documents, while also making these films stand out by engaging our target market.  

INTRODUCTION & CAMPAIGN
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Whether they play one of our leads or if they play an extra,  
it’s integral that each of our cast members have strong, healthy hair, 
and dandruff-free scalps.  

We’ll be sure to cast people with fantastic hair & scalps in addition to 
great acting talent.  

We will work with only the best hair stylists for each spot.  

Getting the right hair and scalps on film is VITAL for a Head & Shoulders 
spot, and we will do whatever it takes to ensure that. 

Now, I’d like to take you through some of my initial thoughts for my 
approach to each of these films.

REPRESENTATION OF HAIR & SCALP 
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We’ll open on the dazzling Nolethu, her hair gleaming as she walks down a beautiful city street. 
She’s just treated herself to some retail therapy, when she begins to feel a familiar discomforting 
itch on her head. Even though she’s carrying designer shopping bags, she’s compelled to satisfy 
the itch by hitting herself on the head with an open palm.  
 
“When your scalp starts to itch, you…” 
(PAT PAT) 
 
This sound starts a rhythmic beat which continues on at the same tempo. 
Xoliswa looks around with embarrassment, desperately hoping that no-one had seen her.  
 
Suddenly we’ll cut to the gorgeous Xoliswa, sitting opposite her best friend, Lorna at the open air 
tables of a classy cafe. It’s clear they’re both models by the figures, and their fashion sense. 
Xoliswa is about to take another bite of her greek salad when she too feels a familiar itch from her 
head. She has to satisfy the itch immediately, on the rhythm of the music beat. 

“When your scalp is dry, you…” 
(PAT PAT) 
 
Lorna feigns interest on something in the distance. Her feeble attempt to save Xoliswa from 
embarrassment doesn’t work and for the first time there is an awkward silence at the table. 
 
Next, we’re teleported over to a very modern looking board room, where we’re introduced to 
Bongi, a woman of great stature in the business meeting. She’s being praised for a suggestion she 
made, which she enjoys. But something seems to be annoying her. Gradually, the urge grows 
stronger, and Bongi raises her hand to 

“When your scalp has dandruff, you…” 
(PAT PAT) 

Once again, on the rhythm with the existing beat. It’s a moment of agony for her, as everyone  
pretends to be preoccupied with the meeting. 

STORY

Pat Pat - “Launch”
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The camera stye I envision for this spot is very different from “Credentials”.  

Here we’ll use the camera to follow our character’s journeys very fluidly, in a very 
naturalistic way. The camera will emphasise a flow within each of our character’s 
lives. These ladies live on the run, and are continuously busy, moving forward and 
making things happen.  

There will be a lot of smooth hand held shots, that focus on our leading ladies going 
about their day.  

We can reinforce this in the edit. Lots of energetic shots with quick cuts on rhythm will 
serve well to create a fun fast-paced mood for the scene. 

But when we reveal the “Pat Pat”, I see the camera language changing very subtly. 
We could stabilise the camera, and hold the shot slightly longer than the others, to 
show how this hinderance affects our ladies' focus, confidence and flow. 

CAMERA
Then we’ll introduce the ground-breaking product line. It’s a great suggestion to 
shoot the pack shot in one of our locations — whichever is most convenient for time 
and for dressing the scene. The animatic uses a very dynamic camera, swooshing 
from one bottle to the next in a very slick way.  

We can adjust the timing on the camera movement slightly, but I love the idea. We’ll 
light the product line beautifully to ensure it stands out and radiates with the glimmer 
it deserves. 

Once we’ve introduced the product line, and shown how it works, we’ll cut back to 
the women who have now all met with one another at the cocktail bar. In this scene, 
we’ll continue with the energetic and naturalistic camera movement. 

In the grade, we’ll favour Head & Shoulder’s colour palette, but it won’t come across 
as heavy handed. I’ll ensure that the colours stand out, while also allowing the scene 
to stay as natural-looking as possible. 

Pat Pat - “Launch”



Hero 1 - Nolethu 

Nolethu is the groups lovable, care-free friend, 
She is the party starter — a socialite, and bundle 
of energy that is usually the center of every 
conversation because of her natural charisma. 

Hero 2 - Xoliswa 

Xoliswa is the stunner of the group. She’s a model. 
She’s drop-dead gorgeous and she knows it, but 
still comes across as down-to-earth. Xoliswa is 
slightly taller than her two besties, and she knows 
how to dress to stand out from the crowd.  

Hero 3 - Bongi 

Bongi is the female executive, professional type, 
and the oldest of the three. She has a mature, wise 
aura about her, and could easily intimidate a 
nearby male if she didn't smile. Bongi values her 
career — she works hard, but plays even harder. 

14Pat Pat - “Launch”
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The brief is incredibly detailed in communicating what 
needs to be seen in the final film, as far as hair and 
wardrobe goes.  

I would only try and improve where I can by ensuring that 
the wardrobe and styling compliments the characters as 
well as possible. 

I’d also like to note that while the women’s appearance 
changes between their first scene, and the cocktail bar, it 
doesn’t mean they’ve become better, more attractive 
women after using Head & Shoulders.  

They simply look different — to match the occasion, as well 
as armed from root to tip with Head & Shoulders African hair 
& scalp confidence. 

WARDROBE & STYLING

Pat Pat - “Launch”
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City Street 

This is where we first meet Nolethu (Hero 1).  

The moderately busy, urban city street is characteristic of Nolethu's personality. This scene should 
communicate that she has just finished a session retail therapy, and is on her way some place else.  

The scene won’t be too busy, as we need to focus on Nolethu, and her moment of discomfort. 

Pat Pat - “Launch”
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This scene is will be shot in a very professional and contemporary way, as if we’re 
covering an important keynote. 

I’ll employ a very dynamic and cinematic style in capturing this scene. We’ll have lots 
of sweeping shots, and controlled camera movement to introduce some excitement 
and grandeur to the scene. 

The scene will be predominantly lit with bright, natural light, coming in from the large 
windows. We’ll also use some additional lighting to make the characters stand out 
against the background. 
 

CAMERA
I also want to build up some tension leading up to the big reveal — through the use 
of editing, performances, shot sizes and music.  

This will help keep the audience engaged in what the doctor has to say. 

The pack shot will be shot beautifully in the same environment, making sure it’s the 
star of the scene. 

Pat Pat - “Credentials”
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The doctor’s performance is the key performance for this scene. She’s 
leading the address, and is the main event of the entire conference.  

I understand that we’re still deciding between the two doctors, who I 
assume are non-actors. Whoever we choose I’ll be sure to direct her 
towards a naturally confident and charismatic performance. This is the 
perfect energy for Head & Shoulder’s eagerly anticipated announcement. 

I want to capture this characters passion for what she does, and this will 
come through her delivery. It’s very important that anyone should be able 
to understand what she’s saying, and the scripted dialogue does a great 
job of achieving that end. 

Our mail stylist, Jawad, is also a brand ambassador, and I’ll ensure that his 
performance also comes off as very confident and natural with a genuine 
interest what the doctor is speaking about. 

The featured female stylist and audience members are also very important 
for this scene. In casting, I’ll look for extroverted characters that speak 
clearly and confidently, and also look the part. 

These characters need to be believable as experts in their field, and should 
all have a trendy, sophisticated and diverse feel about them.  

And it goes without saying that the cast must be photogenic, and have 
clean scalps, with thick healthy hair. 

CASTING & PERFORMANCE

Pat Pat - “Credentials”
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I’ll be looking for a large hall that has lots of natural light and large windows to help give the scene a very professional feel.  

The hall will also look and feel very contemporary, This large space, and the technology should convey a feeling of being 
ahead of its time, just like the brand new Head & Shoulders product range. 

The outside of the hall should also reflect a very modern and bright environment.  
Since this will be the first shot of the film, it will set the tone to what we’re about to see. 

ART DIRECTION & LOCATIONS

Pat Pat - “Credentials”
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These two films will work together very 
effectively in driving home the same 
message using two different approaches. 

It would be great to continue developing 
these ideas with you.  

Please let me know if you have any 
questions about my approach, or would 
like to chat about anything at all. I’d love 
to chat! 

Thank you for taking the time to consider 
my initial ideas for these scripts. 

xxx-xxx 

FINAL NOTE


